
 
 

Declaration of Dr. Scott Matthews 
Under Fl. Stat. Ann § 92.525 and 28 U.S.C. § 1746 

 
 
1. I, Scott Matthews, live and work in Jacksonville, Florida. Since 2015, I have worked 

as a Professor of History at Florida State College at Jacksonville. Before that, I taught 
at Georgia State University from 2009 to 2015, and at Hollins University from 
August 2008 to May of 2009. I received my Ph.D. in History in 2008, from the 
University of Virginia. I currently teach courses in United States History, African 
American History, the History of Jacksonville, and Florida History. The history of the 
South and the role of photography are additional interrelated interests. My curriculum 
vitae is attached as Exhibit A. 
 

2. I believe local history should be widely accessible to the community. In 2019, I began 
working with the Jacksonville Community Remembrance Project, an organization 
dedicated to documenting and remembering lynching victims killed in this 
community. We worked to research and document for our community lynchings 
initially identified by the Equal Justice Initiative (EJI), in Alabama. 

 
3. I have worked closely on this project with other researchers, including Professor 

David Jamison of Edward Waters University.  
 

4. I have been asked to give my opinions about lynchings in Jacksonville, their 
relationship to executions, and to other relevant history bearing on trust of 
government institutions, including the criminal justice system, in the Black 
community.  

 
 

A Multi-Racial Government Ended 
 

5. A unique feature of Jacksonville history, interrelating with the lynching history and 
its timeline described below, was the continued successful participation of Black 
politicians and leaders in a multi-racial government long after Reconstruction ended. 
It took a series of reforms by white Democrats to oust Black politicians from power 
during these years. For years past 1876 or 1877, the understood endpoint of 
Reconstruction, Black leaders continued to hold important posts, including as police 
officers, justices of the peace, constables, customs house officers, railroad mail 
agents, and postal clerks. The 1881 Florida Legislature had representation by two 
Black senators. Black representatives, including two from Jacksonville, were elected 
to the State’s 1885 Constitutional Convention Duval was one of few counties to send 
anti-Democrat delegates to the convention. When Mayor John Q. Burbidge was 
elected in the spring of 1887, he credited Black voters and pledged to protect Black 
citizens and serve them. A new election was swiftly called by Jacksonville’s Board of 



Trade, and Mayor Burbidge ultimately lost power. Nevertheless, Black politicians 
continued to find power.   
  

6. In the election of 1888, the Republicans performed well. Black leaders were elected 
to significant posts of  clerk of the circuit court and clerk of the criminal court, and 
were among elected justices of the peace and constables. By 1889, Black leaders held 
positions on the City Council. Black people served in leadership roles within local 
law enforcement, including as one of three police commissioners in Jacksonville. 
However, a tide of white push back, linked with concerns over outsiders and 
carpetbaggers, began to rise. The yellow fever epidemic of 1888 stoked these fears, 
and Black citizens were denied admission to refugee camps outside of Jacksonville. 
Supported by the Florida Times-Union, which explicitly called for a legislative ouster 
of Republican politicians from Jacksonville, Florida in 1889 dissolved local 
government, passing legislation requiring that the City Council be appointed by the 
Governor. After it appeared that white Democrats had regained power, the 
Legislature in 1893 returned this power to the people of Jacksonville, along with new 
laws curtailing Black voting power, including poll taxes. But Black politicians 
continued to win elections to at least some seats on the City Council.  

 
7. The City’s great fire of 1901, and the ensuing rebuilding and growth, ignited further 

white supremacy, fear of outsiders, and efforts to quash any semblance of Black 
power. Jacksonville’s first Jim Crow legislation, requiring separate seating on street 
cars, passed in 1905 over the objection of the Council’s sole remaining Black 
councilmember. A final blow to Black power came with a 1907 redistricting plan, 
which moved ward boundaries, but required voters to register in the correct boundary 
before the election. Election officials strategically placed polling stations to allow for 
easy registration transfers of white voters. In the subsequent 1907 elections, white 
Democrats swept into power, winning every office. Black politicians and leaders did 
not regain any political power until 1967.  
     

8. Our community’s history of lynching arose after this relatively late complete seizure 
of white power from Black leaders and politicians. Lynchings became more likely 
both because the community was now without Black political representation 
empowered to address the problem, and because the forces of white supremacy were 
intent on keeping Jacksonville’s Black community in a subservient position.  

 
 
Duval County Lynchings  
 

9. As I note above, with others, I conducted my investigation of lynching with the 
Jacksonville Community Remembrance Project (JCRP), a project of 904WARD. 
904WARD strives to “create racial healing and equity through deep conversations 
and learning, trusting relationships and, collective action.” 904WARD exists to “end 
racism in Jacksonville so all people thrive.” 
 

10. In the JCRP, I serve among other volunteers, including journalists, teachers, lawyers, 
judges, artists, museum curators, activists, civic leaders, and citizens who have 



documented six racial-terror lynchings in which eight people were killed in this 
community. We have collaborated with community organizations and institutions to 
disseminate our findings.  
 

11. Professor Jamison and I also created the script for a set of eight illustrated text panels 
telling the stories of the seven documented racial terror lynchings in Duval County 
between 1909 and 1925, and the historical context in which they occurred. 
Community institutions have displayed these panels throughout our community, 
including at the Museum of Science and History in Jacksonville and the Jacksonville 
Public Library. We created it through community support, including from Baptist 
Health and the Florida Humanities Council, with funds from the National Endowment 
for Humanities. We worked extremely hard on researching and creating these panels, 
and they reflect the history accurately as we uncovered it.  

 
12. As did Professor Jamison in his related declaration, here, rather than recreate the 

wheel, I have included the text of exactly what we presented to our community in 
these panels. Several of the panels also feature depictions of contemporaneous 
newspaper accounts. 
 

13. As did Professor Jamison in his declaration, when available, I also share the relevant 
newspaper citations. (I am not attaching the articles, which are attached to Dr. 
Jamison’s declaration). 

 
14. To set this era of lynching in Jacksonville in context, it is important to understand that 

while lynchings in this community occurred relatively later in the post-Reconstruction 
era, they otherwise shared similarities with lynchings throughout the south. EJI and 
other historians have documented thousands of lynchings during this era. Florida ran 
only second to Mississippi in the rate of lynchings per 100,000. Each lynching was 
both a local event of racial terror targeted at an individual or individuals, and also an 
event with repercussions that reverberated beyond the community. Newspapers, often 
carrying wire stories, spread the news far beyond the local event. Photography and 
the creation of post cards allowed images of the gruesome events, and their carnival 
like atmospheres to spread far and wide.     

 
 
 
15. Panel 1: An Era of Racial Terror: Jacksonville’s Legacy of Lynching      

 
a. “When we hear the word terrorism, many of us think of a non-Christian 

foreigner determined to bring death to Americans. This is not always the case. 
Terrorist acts are those committed by various individuals or groups who seek 
to send a public political message through death and injury.” 

b. “After President Rutherford Hayes pulled federal troops out of the South in 
1877, the deposed white elite who had been running Southern towns before 
the Civil War worked to reclaim their supremacy over a black population who 
had been voting, working and prospering since 1865, This new political 



reality emboldened the most insecure, vile, and cowardly of whites to engage 
in the practice of abducting and murdering blacks, and in many cases leaving 
their bodies on display or staging public lynching spectacles complete with 
souvenirs.” 

c. “This exhibit honors the memories of those whose lives were taken as a 
political message in a racial battle for social mastery during the Jim Crow Era. 
This period, spanning from 1877 to 1965, bore witness to tremendous 
injustice brought about by state laws in the South that reinforced racial 
segregation, discriminated against blacks, and denied their constitutional 
rights and freedoms. The legacy of this period of legalized white supremacy 
remains with us today.” 
 

16. Panel 2: Lynching in Duval County 
 

a. “Duval County was like many other parts of the South during the Jim Crow 
Era. When certain members of its white population felt the need to send a 
message to the black population at large, they did it. Of the more than 4,000 
racial terror lynchings in the South, more than 300 occurred in Florida, which 
had the second highest per capita lynching rate in the nation. Duval County 
ranked 11th out of the 49 Florida counties that experienced lynchings between 
1877 and 1950. EJI has documented eight racial terror lynching victims in 
Duval County. Local historians continue to research other possible lynchings 
in our community’s past, including dozens of attempted and prevented 
lynchings, recognizing that because many such lynchings occurred in the 
midst of fear, intimidation, and law enforcement inaction, many victims 
cannot be documented.” 

b. “Duval County’s lynchings were brutal expressions of racial fears and 
anxieties. Between 1910 and 1930, when most of Duval County’s lynchings 
occurred, the area’s population more than doubled. With rapid growth came 
fears of increasing crime and concerns that the legal system was ill-equipped 
to maintain order. At the same time, new generations of black people 
demanded equality and respect. Lynching, along with new segregation laws 
and restrictions on black voting rights, became the foul means of maintaining 
white supremacy.” 

c. “People who engaged in racial terror lynchings were never the majority of any 
region’s residents. However, many white people stood silent while these acts 
were committed, and quite a few silently or explicitly condoned these crimes. 
The white press sensationalized these acts and cursory investigations rarely 
led to the prosecution of white perpetrators.” 

d. The text in this panel is accompanied by a map, indicating the six known sites 
of eight lynchings in Duval County described below: 
 



 
 

 
17. Panel 3: A Lynching at Cambon 

 
a. “At dusk on May 8, 1909, a white mob took a black man into a wooded area 

near Cambon, ten miles west of downtown Jacksonville. There they shot him 
multiple times before slitting his throat. This man’s name is lost to history, as 
are those of his killers. Nevertheless, newspaper accounts reveal how this 
incident relates to the era’s broader lynching epidemic, in which nearly 25 
percent of documented lynchings stemmed from accusations of sexual 
assault.” 

b. “According to the Florida Times-Union, the mob lynched the ‘unknown’ man 
after a white woman named Sarah Deas identified him as the person who 
sexually assaulted her as she herded cattle in her pasture. The newspaper 
proclaimed the man’s guilt and rationalized his death, characterizing the 
lynching victim as a ‘brute’—a dehumanizing descriptor commonly used for 
black men, who were stereotyped as hypersexual threats to white womanhood. 
In the article, an ‘angered crowd’ told the sheriff that the mob brought the 
suspect before Mrs. Deas to make sure they had the right person. But the 
sheriff could not ask friends or relatives of the suspect, nor could he 
investigate alibis or timelines, because the suspect was dead and any other 
corroborating evidence was ‘unknown.’ The newspaper did not condemn the 
lynching, but rather justified the white mob’s actions as ‘quick revenge for the 
outrageous crime.’ This newspaper practice of proclaiming black men guilty 
until proven innocent, common at the time, also impeded any attempt to 
identify and apprehend the members of the mob. No one was held accountable 
for the lynching.” See Negro Lynched for His Crime, Florida Times-Union 



(May 10, 1909) ; Negro Brute is Lynched, Montgomery Advertiser, May 10, 
1909  
 

18.  Panel 4: The Lynching of Bownam Cook and John Morine 
a. “Early on September 8, 1919, a mob of fifty white men, facing no resistance 

from law enforcement, kidnapped two black men, Bowman Cook and John 
Morine, from the Duval County Jail in Jacksonville. The mob drove both men 
to the entrance of Evergreen Cemetery on Main Street and fatally shot them. 
They left Morine’s body in a ditch and dragged Cook’s corpse behind a car for 
nearly fifty blocks, leaving it on display in front of the Windsor Hotel 
downtown. The mob had sought to lynch Ed Jones, another jailed black man, 
but after discovering that Jones has been transferred, the mob focused their 
rage on Cook and Morine instead.” 

b. “Cook and Morine were military veterans, and their lynchings occurred during 
the Red Summer of 1919, when major American cities experienced anti-black 
violence resulting from tension that arose when black WWI veterans returned 
from service unwilling to accept racism and discrimination after fighting for 
America abroad. During this conflict, black cab drivers in Jacksonville had 
staged a protest against the city’s refusal to investigate recent cases in which 
white riders had murdered black taxi drivers. On August 20, a white man 
named George Dubose indignantly fired his gun into a black crowd after being 
denied cab service. Cook and Morine were accused of killing Dubose, and in 
an era when accusations against blacks rarely faced scrutiny, both were 
lynched without a chance to stand trial. As with all racial terror lynchings, this 
public violence was intended not only to inflict brutal harm upon the 
individuals killed, but also to send a message of white dominance to the entire 
black community. No one was ever arrested or charged for the murder of 
Cook and Morine.” Two Negroes Charged with Dubose Murder Lynched 
Early Today, Florida Times-Union (Sept. 8, 1919); Jacksonville Negro 
Lynched, The Watchman and Southron (Sumter, S.C.)  (Sept. 10, 1919).  
 

19.    Panel 5: The Lynching of Benjamin Hart 
a. “On the night of August 24, 1923, a mob of white men, some posing as 

deputies, arrived at a logging camp near Dinsmore Duval County looking for 
Benjamin Hart, a black man who worked there and lay sleeping in a shanty. A 
white girl had accused Hart of peeping into her window early that morning. 
The mob kidnapped Hart and drove him to a place along Kings Road, three 
miles northwest of downtown Jacksonville. There, they shot him five times in 
the back before driving off. Residents nearby heard the gunfire and discovered 
Hart’s dead body lying in a ditch, handcuffed.” 

b. “The lynching of Benjamin Hart was the tragic consequence of a presumption 
of guilt hastened by pervasive white fears of sexual contact between black 
men and white women. While a new generation of young men and women 
were less beholden to the racial etiquette of the past, the narrative of white 
supremacy had conditioned many older whites to believe that black men were 
threats to white women and needed to be controlled by violence. Hart’s fellow 



black laborers and his white employer had vouched for his whereabout during 
the early hours of August 24. The white girl’s allegations to police were 
inconsistent and she refused to go with the mob to identify Hart. None of this 
mattered to the men involved. ‘They lynched an innocent negro,’ Duval 
County Sheriff W.H. Dowling said during his investigation. Though the police 
promised to do so, no one was ever arrested for the crime.”  See Negro Found 
Hanged Near Jacksonville, Boston Glove (August 26, 1923) Wrong Negro 
Slain, Miami News (August 25, 1923); Promise Arrests in Connection With 
Slaying of Innocent Negro, Tampa Tribune (Aug. 26, 1923).  
 

20. Panel 6: The Lynching of Eugene Burnam and Edgar Phillips 
 

a. “On December 30, 1923, a Jacksonville Heights resident discovered an 
exposed part of Edgar Phillips’ body in McGirt’s Creek, twelve miles 
southwest of Jacksonville. He had been decapitated and his body weighed 
down by two railroad irons fastened with wire.” 

b. “Later that day, residents along Kings Road reported seeing a black man, 
Eugene Burnam, screaming for help while inside a car with four white men. 
Other witnesses said they saw the white men beating Burnam with the handle 
of an axe or hammer. The car drove to a wooded section near Dinsmore, six 
miles west of Jacksonville, where witnesses report the men riddled Burnham 
with bullets before hitting him in the head with the handle. Burnham 
staggered into a nearby ditch, where he died.” 

c. “Eugene Burnam and Edgar Phillips were reportedly moonshine bootleggers 
and were lynched in Jacksonville within a day of each other, so at the time 
local police theorized that they were killed because they had been cooperating 
with federal revenue agents who were shutting down local moonshine stills. 
Unlike prior lynching cases, Jacksonville police gained confessions and made 
arrests in the killing of Eugene Burnam. One of the perpetrators, Fleming 
Pickett, who later became a Jacksonville police officer, spent several months 
in jail before being released on a $10,000 dollar bond in late June 1924. 
Though the case remained on the docket as late as 1926, no one was ever tried 
for murdering Burnam or Phillips.” Liquor Men Vent Wrath on Negro, 
Montgomery Advertiser (Dec. 31, 1923); Headless Body Found in Pool That 
of Negro, Florida Times-Union (Dec., 1923)  
 

21. Panel 7: The Lynchings of Willie Washington and “Unknown” 
 

a. “Sensationalized newspaper reports led to the consecutive lynchings of two 
Jacksonville men in early 1925. On January 30, amidst a gathering mob, a 
police detective shot and killed Willie Washington, marking the end of what 
the Florida Times-Union described as ‘the most intensive man search’ in 
Duval County history. Police believed Washington to be responsible for 
several recent assaults, including one on the wife of a prominent white 
businessman. The only evidence linking Washington to the crime, however, 
was the identification given by three black men who had given him a ride. 



Police concluded that the men had picked up Washington after he inexplicably 
had abandoned a car he had stolen earlier. After headlines of ‘Negro Assaults 
Prominent Jax Woman’ and ‘Seeking Blacks Who Attacked White Women,’ 
police displayed Washington’s corpse in the jail’s rotunda for the public to 
view as an ‘object lesson.’” 

b. “One week later, a second white businessman apparently took advantage of 
the anti-black hysteria. On February 8, another white Jacksonville woman was 
assaulted. Once reports of a black man attacking another white woman 
flooded the newspapers, mobs formed and began shooting into random black 
homes. In March, Urban League field secretary Jesse Thomas reported that 
during that violence ‘a colored man was killed.’ Soon after this lynching, the 
assault victim shed light on the crime. She had been having an affair with a 
married local business man, and when she became pregnant, that man hired a 
white ex-convict to disguise himself in blackface and assault her.” Negro 
Attacker of White Woman is Killed by City Detective, Florida Times-Union 
(Jan. 31, 1925); Negro in Florida Dead, Community Terrorized, When White 
Man Black Face and Joins Plot to Assault White Woman, New York Age 
(March 7, 1925).    
 
 

22. Panel 8: Local Responses to Lynching 
 

a. “The lynching epidemic that gripped Jacksonville and the nation galvanized 
many in the black community. They bravely mobilized to mount various 
forms of anti-lynching protests, including armed self-defense, civil rights 
activism, and moral suasion.” 

b. “In 1888, a group of black Jacksonville residents organized a mass meeting to 
protest the lynching of a black man in Suwanee County. Four years later in 
July 1892, a group of black residents armed themselves and surrounded the 
Duval County Jail to prevent the lynching of Benjamin Reed. Three years 
later, Rev. J. Milton Waldron, the pastor of Jacksonville’s Bethel Baptist 
Church, preached a sermon against the immorality of lynching and the white 
mobs’ use of violence to maintain social control. In 1919, Jacksonville native 
and NAACP field secretary, James Weldon Johnson – who himself was 
almost lynched in the city in 1901 – argued that black laborers in cities like 
Jacksonville should strike until their communities committed themselves to 
ending lynchings. Though no strike occurred, many black Jacksonville 
residents, who resented the Cook and Morine lynchings and had suffered their 
own disrespectful treatment by white insurance agents, cancelled their policies 
in favor of a black firm, A.L. Lewis’ Afro-American Life Insurance 
Company. In 1922, humanitarian  Eartha White helped lead Florida’s Anti-
Lynching Crusaders Committee for the NAACP.” 

c. “A small number of white people in Jacksonville also joined the anti-lynching 
cause. In the 1930s and 1940s white Jacksonville women such as Jane Cornell 
and Jane Havens chaired Florida’s chapter of the Association of Southern 
Women for the Prevention of Lynching.” 



 
23. While local efforts to prevent and stop lynchings had mixed success, and lynchings 

did ultimately cease, the criminal justice system did not play a role. From 1900 to 
1934, no one in the State of Florida was ever convicted of lynching. 

 
Legal Executions 
 

24. The above history of lynching runs parallel to and interrelates with legal executions 
beginning before the Civil War. This history reveals that although executions were 
government sanctioned and carried out in the name of the law, the same 
considerations of racial discrimination and white supremacy remained paramount.  
 

25. On September 22, 1848, an enslaved woman known as Celia, of mixed white and 
Black parentage, was executed by hanging. A jury had convicted her of killing her 
putative owner, Jacob Bryan, who was also likely her father. Some accounts say that 
Bryan then fathered more children with Celia, his daughter. She killed him as she was 
fighting off his efforts to discipline her. A six-person, all-white jury convicted her of 
manslaughter, rather than murder, and recommended mercy. The judge overrode the 
jury, and ordered her execution. Although Celia had supporters, many whites felt that 
she should be made an example to deter any future violence by enslaved people. 
Exhibit B (Execution of a Slave, New Orleans Weekly Delta, Oct. 9, 1948 (reprint of 
Jacksonville News Story)); see also Franklin Robbins, Jr. and Steven G. Mason, 
Florida’s Forgotten Execution – The Strange Case of Celia, Florida Supreme Court 
Historical Society (Spring/Summer 2014), 
https://www.flcourthistory.org/Resources/Documents/Execution.pdf.  

 
26. Five years later, the Florida Supreme Court confirmed in Luke v. State, 5 Fla. 185, 

192-93 (1853), that Florida’s death penalty punished differently by race, even for the 
same violations of criminal law. White people faced punishment by fine for various 
assaults, while Black people faced punishment by death; white people faced 
punishments of fine, pillory or stripes for robbery and burglary, while enslaved 
persons faced death.  

 
27. In the fall of 1865, as the Civil War was all but over, Black Union soldiers garrisoned 

in Jacksonville could no longer be enslaved but continued to be treated as inferiors by 
their commanding officers. White officers hung a Black enlisted man by the thumbs 
on the Jacksonville parade ground for stealing a jar of molasses. Black soldiers 
objected. A melee ensued, gunfire was exchanged, and enlisted officers and soldiers 
fought hand to hand. Six Black soldiers were tried for mutiny, convicted, and 
executed.  

 
28. By the 1890’s, Black men were almost exclusively executed for murders of white 

people. This was a change from earlier, when Black men were executed for killing 
other Black men. 

 



29. In 1895, Alexander Sims, a Black man, was legally executed for shooting a white 
police officer. His execution took place after he only narrowly escaped a lynching. 
The public execution resembled in many respects a lynching. Twenty Black women 
“wailed” before and after the execution. The victim’s mother looked on to witness the 
hanging. Exhibit C (One Murderer Less – Alexander Sims Pays the Death Penalty, 
Florida Times-Union, July 11, 1895). 

 
30. In 1898, Edward Hinson, another Black man, was convicted of assaulting a white girl. 

As with Sims, a large crowd gathered to witness the public execution. It was the first 
hanging ever filmed in American History, and photographed:1 

 

                                                 
1 The photograph was taken by a solider with Company F, 1st Wisconsin Regiment who was 
stationed at Camp Cuba Libre in Jacksonville during the Spanish American War. A colleague 
assisting me with research for my course on Jacksonville history, Jennifer Grey, read a letter 
by a Wisconsin soldier (Anthony Palica) who mentioned taking photographs of the hanging. 
Ms. Gray then searched the Wisconsin Veterans Museum's digital archives and found 
references to the photographs there, with the museum subsequently digitized and made 
available. 



31. People in the crowd rushed to acquire the hanging rope. This “legal execution” 
resembled in many respects a spectacle lynching. Exhibit D (Hinson Hanged – Paid 
the Death Penalty at the County Jail Yesterday – Large Number of People witnessed 
the Execution, including the Condemned Man’s Victim, Florida Times-Union, July, 
1898). 

 
32. Through 1924, 73% of those legally executed in Florida were Black, and 90% of 

those lynched were Black.    
 

Jacksonville Papers Oppose Lynchings and Support Legal Executions 
 

33. Some in Jacksonville understood that lynching was bad for business, and bad for 
tourism. Newspaper editorials encouraged the use of the death penalty more 
consistently to prevent lynchings. See Exhibit E (Editorial, How to Stop Lynching, 
Florida Times-Union, Oct. 9, 1902)). 
 

34. In an 1895 Editorial in the Florida Times-Union, the paper wrote of the need to 
streamline legal processes to ensure that perpetrators received justice and to ensure 
that the people did not resort to mob violence. See Exhibit F (Editorial, Lessons of a 
Lynching, Florida Times-Union, April 4, 1895).   
 

35. Similarly, an 1897 editorial argued that swifter legal processes and a more vigorous 
use of legal executions for murder would reduce lynchings. Exhibit G (New York 
Times reprint of Florida Time-Union, Editorial, To Stop Lynching, Aug. 12, 1897). 
 

36. Another 1895 editorial blamed juries. People who paid poll taxes were permitted on 
the jury, but not people of character and education. Good men shunned jury service. 
People did not fear the law. The duty to serve should not be shirked. “Surely 
questions involving life or death should not be left to the decision of the corrupt or the 
ignorant.”  Exhibit H (Editorial, Carnival of Crime, Florida Times Union, July 27, 
1895).  

 
37. A 1909 editorial argued that lynching had revived in Florida and Jacksonville because 

of the increased use of pardons, inflaming opinion that justice would not be carried 
out. Exhibit I (Editorial, Florida Times-Union, Who is Responsible for Lynching, May 
15, 1909). 

 
 
Lynchings End as Executions Ramp Up 
 

38. In 1923, the Florida Legislature took executions out of the control of local sheriffs, 
decreeing that executions beginning in 1924 would be by electrocution in a state 
execution chamber. 1923 Fla. Laws, V I, Ch. 9169, at 175-77. 
   

39. As noted above, Jacksonville’s last lynching recognized by EJI was in 1925. (Some 
people consider the 1964 murder of Johnnie Mae Chappel in Jacksonville to qualify 



as a lynching.) Either way, frequent lynching in Florida seems to have ended in the 
1920’s. 

 
40. Executions continued to be predicted by race, as lynchings had been before. As noted 

above, despite a police investigation identifying suspects, none of the white men who 
killed the two Black men Burnam and Phillips in Jacksonville even stood trial.    

 
41. Between 1924 and 1964, Florida executed 196 persons, 132 or 68% of whom were 

Black. Black people then made up 20 to 25% of the population. Of the 43 people 
executed for rape during this time period, 41 were Black. In 77% of the cases in 
which a person was executed for murder, the victim was white. 

 
42. Just as the Jacksonville newspaper editorials had earlier predicted, as the number of 

executions rose, lynchings declined. The political scientist James Clarke documented 
this on the national scale in James W. Clarke, Without Fear or Shame: Lynching, 
Capital Punishment and the Subculture of Violence in the American South, 28 B.J. 
Pol. S. 269-289 (1998): 

 

 
 
43. The historian Margaret Vandiver documented this same trend, albeit on a smaller 

scale, in Marion County, 100 miles from here. In Lethal Punishment, Lynchings and 
Legal Executions in the South (2006), she recounts a history of lynchings and racial 
violence not unlike the history in Jacksonville described above. And like the above 
history, the end of lynching came with the rise of legal executions.  
 

44. The history she documents begins in 1860, when three enslaved persons were 
informally tried for killing their master by a group of twelve citizens and then 
lynched. Near the end of the Civil War, several Black Union soldiers were lynched 



after supposedly trying to recruit other Black men to the Union Army. The Ku Klux 
Klan was active, and lynched suspected murderers of a white man, hanging the 
skeleton of one of their victims from a tree. Echoing the sentiments of the 
Jacksonville papers, judges and lawyers suspended criminal jury trials for more than a 
year rather than seat integrated juries. White workers attacked Black laborers at a 
lumber camp, wounding them with gunshot and chasing them away.   
 

45. While four legal executions occurred for murder in Marion County between 1885 and 
1930, nine people were lynched for murder, and nine Black men were lynched for 
sexual offenses. One was lynched for a different offense, for a total of 19 lynchings. 
As Vandiver documents in Table 8 of Chapter 5, during this period, no white person 
was executed or lynched: 

 

 
 
46. Most of the lynching cases she was able to document involved a mob capturing the 

victim from the custody of law enforcement. Most of the lynchings were carried out 
by hanging, with shots fired to the body, and took place before large crowds. The 
local press often reported the lynchings with an approving tone.   
 

47. This all came to an abrupt halt in the 1930’s. As Professor Van Diver documents, 
until the 1930’s, no Black person accused of raping a white woman had been legally 
tried in the county. But in the 1930’s, a long sequence of lynching ended when three 
legal death sentences were imposed in quick succession, in the cases of three white 
women who reported having been raped by Black men (one of the condemned men, 
whose guilt was very much in doubt, ultimately received a life sentence). The legal 
proceedings often resembled nothing better than the informal trial that resulted in the 
lynching of the three enslaved person described above.  



 
48. For example, in 1931, John Green was executed for the rape of a 14-year-old white 

girl. Arresting officers evaded a mob and confined him in an unknown location, and 
mobs continued to show up while he was moved from jail to jail. The judge held no 
preliminary hearing, because of the continuing threat of a lynching. The accused had 
no legal representation until trial, where they failed to cross examine key witnesses,  
refused to present his brother-in-law’s testimony, and presented no argument to the 
jury. The jury convicted him in three minutes, with no recommendation of mercy, as 
a mob gathered around the courthouse. The trial transcript was eight pages long. The 
accused was executed eight days after he was condemned to death, without an appeal 
or any request for clemency having been filed.  

 
49. The trial of Lee Jacobs in 1932 was more extensive, as were the deliberations. But the 

efforts of defense counsel to defend their client were little better, while the judge 
infused the trial with racist language about the accused and the Black witnesses. The 
governor initially raised questions about the credibility of the complaining witness, 
but the white community rallied around her in anger, signing a petition contending 
that Black people were “showing signs of departing from the humble and restrained 
position that they have recently assumed” and that they had “allowed the law to take 
its course,” instead of lynching, on the assumption that he would be executed.  The 
governor relented, and Florida executed Jacobs shortly thereafter. 

 
50. Also in 1932, Will James was convicted for the rape of a white woman. He was also 

tried in the shadow of the lynch mob, which searched the jails where he had been 
taken. The evidence was weak. The elderly victim had poor eyesight, was unable to 
positively identify him, and he had an alibi. The jury however convicted him within 
fifteen minutes, without a recommendation of mercy. The judge sentenced him to die. 
James attempted suicide while on death row, by happenstance or not, during the 
execution of another condemned man. This captured the attention of two newspaper 
reporters present for the execution, who became interested in James’ case, 
interviewed him, saw the infirmities in the proof, and found lawyers. The judge 
disclosed to new defense counsel that he too had doubts about James’ guilt, and 
ultimately his death sentence was reduced to life. He served fifteen years in prison 
before being paroled, for a crime Professor Vandiver concluded he likely did not 
commit.     

 
51. From her study, Professor Vandiver concluded that in the “minds of many Marion 

County whites, the goal of trials and lynchings seem to have been identical. Both . . . 
were methods of maintaining the status quo of white dominance. . . . Marion County 
thus provides an example of a jurisdiction where legal executions replaced 
lynchings.” 

 
 
 
 
 



Conclusion 
 
52. In my opinion, Jacksonville’s and Florida’s history from the time of slavery and 

Reconstruction included continuous attempts to maintain white supremacy through 
racial violence and intimidation. The violence of lynchings eventually was channeled 
to the use of legal executions. In my opinion, this historical record could serve as a 
basis for increased distrust in Black communities of Florida’s death penalty.  

 
I was willing to testify, and still am, but understand that as of the time of this declaration, 

no judge has permitted a hearing. This declaration attests to what I would have testified to if 
called to the stand. Under penalties of perjury, I declare that I have read the foregoing declaration 
and that the facts stated in it are true. 
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